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ippression. At this stage of our conversation his friend Preserved 'ish, entered, remained a short time, and left ns under the impresari that we desired to be alone; Mr. Clinton followed him out of le room, and remained out some minutes. On his return I rose > depart when he referred again to the subject, repeating much of hat he had said in regard to the state of Judge Spencer's mind, but spressed a hope that Mr. Eose might be induced to suspend the ublication of the "Ambrosiad " at least long enough to satisfy me lat there was no use in forbearance. He said this in a way"that onvinced me that he had commissioned Mr. Fish to procure such
suspension. On the following morning there was of course much uriosity to see the "Citizen," and Mr. Boss1 of Newburgh, a State lenator, and a friend ta both Clinton and Spencer went to the Jarber's shop—that immemorial news market—for that purpose. Ve were all assembled at breakfast when he returned ° and he was nmediately interrogated as to the contents of the "Citizen." He aplied that the promised number was not in it, or alluded to. Arm-;rong promptly demanded "What is in it? " and on being told that lie paper contained Biker's answer to Judges Spencer and Tay-3r, which was very severe, exclaimed "Ah! only a change of dish! Srood policy that! Tomorrow we shall have the "Ambrosiad" gain!" Upon this Judge Spencer said with emphasis and con-iderable formality that it was quite immaterial whether the abusive rticle did or did not appear, as Mr. Clinton had already gone too ar to make his future course of any consequence in regard to their •ersonal relations. It never occurred to me to speak to Mr. Clinton .pon the subject during the short period of our subsequent intimacy »ut I never doubted that some one of the company at the table, which vas numerous,•informed him of Judge Spencer's observation. The uspended number appeared a few days afterwards and was fol-owed by articles from the same pen, published at Albany as well .s New York, in which the Judge's feelings were cruelly lacerated, rhese were in turn resented by him in verbal denunciations of un-iqualed harshness. In this way a furious warfare between them vas kept up for about three years disgraceful to their personal re-ations and in the highest degree discreditable to political contro-rersy.
Mr. Madison was elected to the Presidency by a large majority; a •esult well calculated to call into vigorous action the energies of the country and to show to the enemy that the War was national. The lispositions of nearly all the Republican members of the Legisla-ure were in favor of aiding the Federal Government in support of he War by all the means in their power. The course of the federal
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